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Abstract
This implementation status report provides an overview of the measures which have been
developed and implemented regarding an extended travel assistance and user generated
content since December 2012 as part of measure A3.2 “Travel assistance – individualised
notification system” in the project CIVITAS DYN@MO.
This report describes the extended travel assistance and user generated content in detail
and covers the developments which took place in the course of the project duration. This
includes listing the activities as well as their development processes and results. The
accompanying scientific research conducted detailed evaluations to assess the measures.
This primarily includes determining the effects and success of the mobility project. The
internal Working Document “Evaluation of the extended travel assistance and the usergenerated content in the pilot phase” will describe these results in more detail. In addition,
the challenges which arose during the course of the project are listed and the ways to meet
them are described in more detail.
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1 Introduction
The overall aim of measure “A3.2 Travel assistance – individualised notification system”
within the EC-co-funded CIVITAS DYN@MO project is the implementation of an extended
travel assistance including event and dynamic data and in addition user generated content in
a pilot phase. These elements will improve travel assistance in public transport, and
therefore, provide incentives to switch to public transport. This approach is also part of the
overarching strategy in the region of Aachen including inter alia a mobility alliance (mesure
A3.1) and sustainable university traffic (measure A1.3) that encourage residents and visitors
to use alternative transport modes. These efforts shall lead to a more environmentally
friendly, sustainable traffic, which will ensure a better air quality within the City of Aachen and
StädteRegion Aachen.
This report gives an extensive insight into the elements that were developed and
implemented within measure “A3.2 Travel assistance – individualised notification system” of
the CIVITAS DYN@MO project. The key objectives and tasks of the measure according to
the project’s Description of Work are:
Increasing the attractiveness of public transportation through improved passenger
information in case of deviations from the given schedule
 Reduction of CO2 emissions by means of a greater incentive to switch to public
transport through improved passenger information
 Consideration of real-time data and event data in terms of routing for timetable
information systems
 Extending information systems to individualized information channels
 Investigation, testing of social media/ Mobility 2.0 – elements within the field of
passenger information
First of all this report describes the idea behind improving passenger information, covering
also previous developments to show the background and preconditions. A scientific analysis
is then presented which was conducted at the beginning of the project to define the
requirements of passengers. Furthermore, the elements which were developed and
implemented during the project are described. These include warnings in case of delays,
highlighted alternative for the same route, event data information and user generated content
in a pilot phase for test users. In addition, website statistics and the main results of the test
user survey are presented.
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2 Background
Today, at the age of web 2.0, smartphones, social media and innovative passenger information systems play an important role for the public transport sector. The combination of
passenger information systems with social media applications and services is a valuable instrument to increase the attractiveness of public transport while using the full potential of today’s technologies. At the same time, customer needs regarding these new technologies and
services have to be considered. Especially for the forthcoming demographic change and the
growing population of elderly citizens, user-centred development approaches are necessary.

2.1 Public transport in the Aachen region
Aachen is the western-most city in Germany with about 250,000 residents (Statistical
Almanac 2014). It reports more than 80,000 inbound commuters and more than 30,000
outbound commuters per day (commuter statistics, IT.NRW, 2016). The city is primarily
known for its long history and the related cultural, archaeological and architectural heritage.
This is one of the reasons for tourism in Aachen. Overall, more than 17 million day-trip
visitors and business travellers come to the city of Aachen each year. The hotel industry
reports about 1 million overnight stays per year (Aachen tourist service e.V., press release
2016).
30% of people in Aachen hold a season ticket for public transport, while this figure is 15% in
the broader region. Both in Aachen as well as in the region, the portion of non-transferable
season tickets, e.g. semester and job tickets, is four times higher than the portion of
transferable season tickets. In the city of Aachen, cars are used by far less frequently than in
the broader region (Aachen 51%; region 70% of the travel routes). Consequently, the
percentages of the other means of transport are higher in Aachen. It must also be
considered, however, that there has not been any change in the percentage of cars in
Aachen since 1990 when it was also 51%. Since 1990, the bus and railway percentage saw
an increase by 5 percentage points, from 10% to 15%, which however was completely due to
a relocation of footpaths. (Mobility key figures taken from the Aachen Mobility Survey 2011,
2012.)
These values indicate substantial potential for shifting car traffic to the other means of
transport. Foremost in view of improving air quality, there is a clear need for action by the city
and the broader region of Aachen.
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Figure 1: Spatial delineation of the AVV

The Aachen Transport Association (AVV) includes the city of Aachen, the broader region of
Aachen as well as the districts of Düren and Heinsberg. The AVV includes 35 towns and
municipalities covering an area of 2,276 km². In this area, the following applies to the use of
buses and railways:


the AVV association tariff applies on all AVV bus lines and without limitation also on
all short-distance trains for 2nd class tickets,
 harmonised timetables,
 joint customer information.
The work of the AVV therefore covers the provision of information for passengers in the form
of timetable and real-time data, event data in the case of failures and the general information
for passengers, as well as communication.
Previous activities of AVV, before CIVITAS DYN@MO, for improving passenger information
were concentrated on user-friendliness, the use of new technological capabilities (providing
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the maximum intelligence through the technical system, integration of QR codes, Ajax
search, increasing error-tolerant searches), on higher performance and maximized reliability
of the technical system, as well as on barrier-free usable elements (text version with
supplementary information, download option for navigation devices). The electronic
passenger information offering NRW data pool with interface to Germany-wide information,
including data from the euregional partners Netherlands and Belgium, is used by all affiliated
transport companies and is incorporated into the respective websites. In addition, this forms
the basis for a “mobility euregio” Euregional mobility platform with cross-border fare and
schedule information in four languages. Moreover, in 2011/2012 concepts for the integration
of real-time data in the electronic passenger information system, for launching a mobile
application (app) for passenger information, and for starting social media activities were
created by AVV.
For this reason, the conditions were created to develop the information system further and to
optimise the individualised customer information, the use of Mobility 2.0/ Web 2.0 elements,
and routing based on real-time data.

2.2 Stakeholders
The main objective of this measure is the implementation of an extended travel assistance in
the Aachen region. The following participants are involved:
AVV (Aachener Verkehrsverbund / Public Transport Authority of the Aachen Region) is the
measure leader and therefore coordinates all tasks. The AVV integrated real-time data into
the routing in a two-step process: 1) warnings in case of delays and 2) highlighted alternative
for the same route. In addition, the AVV includes real-time data into the multimodal
information platform developed within DYN@MO measure A3.1 Mobility Alliance.
Furthermore, the AVV developed the possibility to include user generated content, which has
been tested by test users during the pilot phase of the Mobility Alliance in measure A3.1.
The Chair of Transportation of FH Aachen is supporting the evaluation of the measure.
The Center for Learning and Knowledge Management (ZLW) of the Cybernetic-Cluster
IMA/ZLW & IfU at RWTH Aachen University has done scientific analysis on travel assistant
and user-generated content and has worked out the evaluation for this measure.

Travel
assistance

Figure 2: Stakeholders of the measure Travel assistance
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3 Scientific analysis of passenger requirements
The Center for Learning and Knowledge Management (ZLW) of the Cybernetic-Cluster
IMA/ZLW & IfU at RWTH Aachen University has done the scientific analysis on travel
assistant and user-generated content. The aim of this study is to answer the following
research questions:
(1) How do passengers use passenger information systems in public transport?
(2) Which requirements do passengers have for passenger information systems?
(3) What are the passengers’ requirements for social media applications?
(4) Which social media trends and developments exist in the public transport context?
The study is based on a literature analysis of a corpus with more than 100 sources. These
sources were determined by using scientific search engines (Google Scholar, IEEE Xplore),
from public transport journals (“Stadtverkehr”, “Der Nahverkehr”, “Bus&Bahn”) and from the
Federal Statistical Office of Germany. The sources have been analysed in three phases: In
the first phase, any source was removed from the corpus, if the title did not seem to be related to the research questions. In the second phase, any source was excluded, if the abstract
did not seem to be related to the research questions. In the last phase, all remaining sources
were analysed. After that, any source was removed, of which the content was not related to
the research questions. Afterwards, the text corpus contained 25 sources which formed the
basis for the study.

3.1 Passenger information systems in public transport
Study results regarding the first research question about how passengers use the information
systems show that passengers are generally interested in passenger information systems
and they are open-minded also regarding innovative technologies like augmented reality [1,
8]. This effect applies for all ages [3, 4]. The technology-readiness can be considered as a
main condition for the social media usage at the public transport context since the use of
mobile devices is mandatory necessary.
Some kinds of representations are forcing the type of usage: Content of the passenger information systems’ signs are only useful at the related stops. An integration of the passenger
information with a geographical information system (GIS) allows the usage of the application
on mobile devices and desktop computers. The usage of passenger information served by
augmented-reality (AR) applications is only possible, if the passenger is located in the city
and looks around. Therefore, this technology does not apply e.g. to home usage. The
research results suggest that the passengers accept all of these representations [1].
Study results regarding the second research question about the passengers’ requirements
for passenger information systems show that different passengers need different kinds of
passenger information [3, 4]. Commuters e.g. need to know the exact arrival and departure
time of their preferred bus or train routes, tourists are interested e.g. in information about
points of interests along the route, etc. Since many customers find it exhausting to be
confronted with too much information they do not need, customised information systems are
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a promising solution to fulfil the different needs. Information could be delivered on demand
via stationary terminals at bus stations or inside the means of transport, or via mobile devices
such as smartphones or tablet computers.
From these research results, it is possible to declare recommendations for operators of
public transport services. Passenger information systems should address the various user
types and take into account their needs. For example, old people would like to have bigger
fonts. Some commuters, on the other hand, want to be freed from unnecessary information,
while tourists need all the information, but location-specific. Today’s mobile devices can
adapt their user interface and can show content in a customised way: This includes font
sizes, filtered information or design aspects of the user interface and the kind of
representation (GIS, AR, etc.). This offers the opportunity to satisfy different kinds of
passenger needs.

3.2 Social media in public transport
Study results regarding the third research question about the passengers’ requirements for
social media applications show that most customers welcome recommendations via social
media applications. Among other purposes, such recommendations are used within the context of travelling for tourist information. The research results also suggest that social media
users are mainly interested in consuming content than in producing it.
The results of the first part regarding the demographic dissemination of modern technologies,
in this case of smartphones, underline the results regarding the demographic aspects and
the prerequisites for a social media use in the local public transport context [13]. The results
also suggest that women and men roughly equal use smartphones [13]. However, other
research finds that only about 45% of mobile Internet users install apps on their smartphones
[10]. One study found that about 76% of all respondents use their smartphone in public
transport and about 87% on the road, which may also include public transport [14]. This
result reinforces the idea of a further development of mobile DFI Result suggests that
sufficient passengers carry the appropriate equipment. The results in terms of the way social
media content is used shows that the greater proportion of user content consumes rather
than produces. This results in a ratio of about 60% to 40% [2]. Different motivators to the
reception as well as to the production of social media contents have a strong relation to the
respective task and are therefore not generalizable [15, 16].
Social media recommendations suggest that approximately 51% of respondents would follow
a recommendation and again 60% would themselves make a recommendation through
social media if the product appeals to them [17]. The adoption of recommendations also
appears to be independent of gender [18]. In the travel environment, social media
recommendations are used for their own travel plans [19]. However, it should again be
pointed out that the results depend on the clientele and e.g. tasks, and context. A further
scientific study is therefore recommended here in order to examine these questions
concretely in the public transport context and for explicit tasks (for example,
recommendations for lines, means of transport, etc.).
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Regarding the fourth research question the results of the literature analysis suggest that the
quality of user-generated content can be high if it is produced by an active and participative
community [20, 21]. Interacting with user-generated content can rank from originally
producing content, commenting on the content, sending links to friends or clicking e.g. likebuttons, etc. Users seem to make the value of social media content dependent on the
number of authors [22]. In the case of collaborative references to individual local public
transport lines. Further research shows that a social media community can indeed act as a
filter for truths [23], but it can also be ally against a public transport company [24].
The results show that user-generated content, social media recommendations and
communicative interactions are im-portant social media trends. The expectation is that
technical possibilities such as the "meeting point finder" or the intermodal door-to-door
passenger information will be further enriched with social media interactions. For example, it
would be possible that friends can spontaneously meet directly from a social media
environment via the "meeting point finder" function or the intermodal DFI also includes the
private ride sharing.
Regarding the research results, social media interactions are not yet very common in the
context of public transport services. Nevertheless, they offer the possibility to increase the
attractiveness of public transport in general, as this has already been observed in other
sectors. Another interesting aspect of the local public transport system is that the customers
come together in one place, other than in the e-commerce sector. Young public transport
customers could have more fun to use public transport, for example with small interactive
games, and thus be tied in the long term as customers. In this area, there is a great, but
untapped potential.
Interactions could be realised not only by short games, but also by chat implementations or
recommendation systems. Before social media services are implemented within public
transport systems, a resilient concept is necessary. A draft version of a new application can
reveal design errors and also give insights on how different kinds of users use the services.
In other contexts, promising concepts with elements of "gaming" are currently being tested.
These elements could also create a not inconsiderable motivation in the public transport
context, for example, to actively participate in the social media interactions. For example,
once a month the award as the best delay detector with a target-group-oriented title, e.g.
"Öcher Bus Buddy", can go to those who have submitted the most productive notes via
social media.
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4 Passenger information and communication
4.1 Information and communication on public transport information
channels
As of November 2010 the electronic timetable information in the AVV has been updated with
the Aachen-based company DATAbay and the engineering company Enning and Bodenstab
GbR. It is based on the information system “Busspur” of the engineering company Enning
and Bodenstab GbR. In 2011/2012 concepts for the integration of real-time and event data in
the electronic passenger information system, for launching a mobile application (app) for
passenger information, and for starting social media activities were created by AVV.
As part of the DYN@MO project, the organisation and coordination for the implementation of
the work started in late 2012. The costly and necessary infrastructural measures and the
development of an app were not financed through the DYN@MO project. For example,
equipping buses with the technical infrastructure for recording and processing the real-time
data further was sponsored by grants of the Federal Republic of Germany and by North
Rhine-Westphalia (Sec. 12 ÖPNVG NRW [Public Short-Distance Transport Act of North
Rhine-Westphalia]).

4.1.1 Electronic passenger information
The information system for public transport
The dynamic information about deviations from the scheduled time from all buses – equipped
with the technical infrastructure and included in the internal operation system of ASEAG –
was implemented in 2013 and is operating since December 2013.

Figure 3: Dynamic display at a bus stop

In order to integrate dynamic real-time data in the electronic timetable information system,
corresponding interfaces besides the technical infrastructure had to be created between the
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various systems. These interfaces were created in 2014, so that, in addition to the timetable
data, current dynamic data has also been displayed in the online timetable information and
the app (see below) since November 2014.

Figure 4: Dynamic data in the online timetable information and the app

The AVV integrated real-time data into the routing in a two-step process: 1) warnings in case
of delays and 2) highlighted alternative for the same route.
In early 2015 a prototype of the new warning system in case of delays has been developed
and tested. Within the warning system customers receive a notification if the minimum time
for an interchange is endangered. Due to the mass roll out, the quality requirements were
very strict. Because travel information for customers is a core product of AVV, it is strictly
necessary to guarantee this high quality. After several quality checks, the new warning
system in case of delays was implemented into the timetable information system on the AVV
website in August 2015.
In parallel, the system for highlighting alternatives for the same route has been developed
and has been implemented into the timetable information system on the AVV website in
October 2015. Highlighting alternatives for the same route upgrade the above mentioned
functionality of the delay warning system: In case that the time for an interchange at a certain
bus station becomes too short, alternative routes leading to the destination will be displayed.
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Figure 5: Warnings and alternatives in the online timetable information and the app

Event data management
The electronic event data management system (EDS) which was developed by AVV in 2012
and 2013 allows easier handling of event data (such as traffic deviations, construction sites,
public events) and has the advantage that messages could be displayed automatically in the
timetable information. Furthermore, the messages on the AVV website are displayed in a list,
and can be subscribed as an RSS feed. The messages are additionally published
automatically on Twitter.

Figure 6: Event messages in the online timetable information and on Twitter

The system is available for all public transport companies in the region. Training activities for
PT provider staff to deal with event data have been carried out in several sessions in 2014
and 2015 (on-site training and telephone support):



March 2014: first training for employees of the transport company WestVerkehr
GmbH
November 2014: second training for employees of WestVerkehr GmbH
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February 2015: training by telephone for employees of the transport company
Regionalverkehr Euregio Maas-Rhein GmbH (RVE)
 January 2015: first training for employees of the transport company Dürener
Kreisbahn GmbH (DKB)
 May 2015: second training for employees of DKB
More information on the EDS will be included in the internal Working Document A3.2-WD5.


Figure 7: Input mask in the Event data management system (EDS)

The AVVconnect app
In 2013, tenders were invited and the contract awarded for a mobile smartphone application
(app) for timetable information. The development of the app in cooperation with the provider
fluidtime was the focus of the further development of the AVV information system in 2014.
The “AVVconnect” app was taken into operation for Android devices on 26 November 2014
and for iOS devices on 16 December 2014.
The app offers a departures screen and a route planner, respectively with all available realtime data. Highly frequented stops, such as the railway station near the user’s workplace,
can be saved as favourites for quick access. Moreover, both routes as well as stops or
addresses, can be added as the point of departure or destination. By means of a sidebar that
is easy to use, the individual features of the app can be called up quickly and conveniently.
Using the GPS localisation of the smartphone, AVVconnect detects the current location and
displays the stops in the vicinity as well as the distance to reach them, and the lines stopping
there. The app remembers previous input and offers sensible, local orientation aids owing to
the stored map material. For example, if the name of the stop is unknown, it can be clicked
on the map and be adopted there into the route planning, e.g. as the destination.
14 / 36
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Figure 8: App AVVconnect

4.1.2 Social media
In October 2013, the AVV started its “Customer Dialogue 2.0” in social media. The Facebook
page primarily serves for the dialogue. Moreover, customers are informed about news on bus
and rail in the region; they can read exciting stories and find suggestions for interesting day
trip destinations. The Facebook appearance of the AVV enjoys rising popularity. To date,
more than 14,000 people are following the AVV on Facebook. The AVV Twitter channel with
current timetable changes and traffic information can be found at @avv_info. More than 600
people are following the AVV Twitter channel. Besides Facebook and Twitter, the two most
popular channels, the AVV has also been using additional channels for its public relations
work since October 2013. Accordingly, the AVV presents interesting videos on its own
YouTube channel at www.youtube.com/avvinfo and shares snapshots including background
information
on
the
photo
sharing
platform
Instagram
at
www.instagram.com/aachenerverkehrsverbund. The AVV Instagram channel has more than
1,000 followers to date. The AVV furthermore expanded its Customer Dialogue 2.0 in the
social media in February 2014 by a blog at https://blog.avv.de. Topics are discussed in more
depth in the blog and background information is provided.
In recent years, the AVV has made very good experiences with social media in the context of
public transport. The quick response and personal communication by the Facebook team of
the AVV are received very positively, while customers also react with understanding even
during crisis situations. Especially during the warning strikes in March 2014 and April 2016,
this was expressed by the number of fans rising above-average and the high interaction rate.
This development reconfirms the work of the AVV in the field of social media communication.
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Figure 9: Social Media to interact with users

4.2 Information and communication on the multimodal mobility platform
As part of measure A3.1 “Mobility Alliance” a web application has been developed that is
publicly available at www.avvmulticonnect.de. The web application follows the principle of
“mobile first”. A “responsive design” was chosen, which is primarily geared toward the use of
current smartphones. The application, meanwhile, can also be used on a desktop PC. The
user can expect a vast range of networked mobility offers with door-to-door route details,
clear map displays and integrated information about bus and railway, car sharing, bike
sharing, foot and bike paths, and personal mobility by car.
Analogous to the regular public transport connection information, real time was integrated in
the connection information of the multimodal mobility platform. In addition, an area for
creating user contributions was set up.

Figure 10: Mobility platform in the responsive design

4.2.1 Multimodal connection information
The information system for public transport
The company HaCon was contracted with the technical implementation of the multimodal
connection information. Its HAFAS timetable information system is harmonised with the
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requirements of the AVV and enhanced. More information on the multimodal trip planner is
included in the Implementation Status Report of measure A3.1 “Mobility Alliance” available
from the CIVITAS website.
In the area of real-time data for bus and railway, the system offers the following options to
the users:





Public transport connection information with real time search option, in the course of
which connections that cannot be provided as planned due to current delays are no
longer displayed, but alternative connections are shown instead.
Public transport departures by stops and lines and in minutes
Target and actual data and real-time routing (alternatives)

Figure 11: Multimodal connection information with real-time data and options

The AVV has implemented warnings and highlighted alternatives for the same route in case
of delays of buses and trains also in the new multimodal route planning system (see
measure A3.1) in March 2016. In addition, AVV has implemented alternative routing with new
routes in case of delays of buses and trains in the new multimodal route planning system in
March 2016. This was not possible with the “Busspur” system. With HAFAS the third step in
integrating real-time data into the routing is possible.
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Figure 12: Multimodal connection information with warnings and alternatives

To offer this information and these features, the AVV has consulted with the system
manufacturer HaCon in the run-up and during the current operation, and has taken
advantage of its support. The AVV tests the results of the information system on a
continuous basis. Apart from that, the AVV has set up and tested the connection to the data
hub for the real-time data of four suppliers (the railway, ASEAG, RVE, WEST), and
coordinated and implemented the required adjustments. HaCon has implemented the realtime data connection of the public transport routing including interface for the integration of
real-time data (HAFAS RealTime Server) and the public transport routing alternatives on the
same as well as on a new route (HAFAS RealTime Routing) in the information system.
Only one task is still in processing and will be implemented in September/October 2016, the
users of the multimodal trip planner will be informed by email of current schedule changes
(from foreseeable or unforeseeable events) for individual lines.
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Figure 13: Architecture of the routing information system

There were temporary technical transmission problems involving real-time data in the regular
public transport information (see Section 4.1.1) in May/June 2016, in the course of which
incomplete and incorrect data was noticed. As a result, all real-time data was disabled by the
AVV for a few weeks to avoid misinforming the users. The search for causes showed that the
error in the information system was due to the “Busspur” system. No errors occurred in the
new multimodal information system with HAFAS in contrast. The real-time data there was
activated again. After the problem with the regular public transport information system was
resolved, this data as well was reactivated. This incident confirms the plans of the AVV to
replace the regular information system for bus and railway in the AVV in the spring of 2017
by the multimodal information system (see Implementation Status Report of measure A3.1,
Section 7, Outlook).

Event data management
By means of the HAFAS Information Manager (HIM), analogous to the EDS, failure
notifications based on stops or routes can be entered, which are then displayed via the
HAFAS information system. The AVV entered more than 150 event messages in the HIM
between April and July 2016.
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Figure 14: Multimodal connection information with event data

The AVV took part in additional training activities for the new system. In March and April
2016, instruction sessions by telephone were held. In June, three AVV employees
participated in a training session at the system manufacturer HaCon’s site in Hannover. The
contents of the training were:













Introduction of the HAFAS information system and its components
Introduction of the HIM
Interaction of the HIM and the HAFAS information system
Message types
Reference of a message to stops (what are the conditions on which a message is
displayed)
Modus operandi: The transmission to the HAFAS server and activation of the
message
Input of a message
Definition of the period of validity, days valid and the publication period
Check of effects and limitations of the message to particular lines
Display of the message in the information system and other publication channels
Integration of additional information via links and files
Creation and use of text blocks
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Figure 15: Input mask in HAFAS Information Manager (HIM)

Figure 16: Control connection in HAFAS Information Manager (HIM)

For 2017, training of employees at the AVV-associated transport companies is planned to be
conducted by AVV employees. Thus, they can enter the messages in the new HIM system
analogous to the existing EDS messages.
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4.2.2 User-generated content
As part of the web application at www.avvmulticonnect.de, a platform has been developed
that lets social media-oriented test users generate content and permits profiting from usergenerated content by interacting with other test users via Twitter at #avvmc. The two
companies of Aachen, regioiT (technical implementation) and Social Media (design) were
contracted for the implementation. The platform was tested and evaluated in combination
with the multimodal mobility platform (see measure A3.1) in a pilot phase (see Chapter 4.3).

Figure 17: User generated content of test users on the Twitter-Wall and on the home page of
the mobility platform

4.3 Pilot phase
In a pilot phase (see measures A3.1) the messages relating to real-time data, alternative
connection suggestions and the platform for user-generated content were tested. For the
pilot phase, overall about 100 test users were recruited in the spring of 2016. The test users
were recruited through different channels. On the one hand, a request was triggered via the
Facebook and website of the Aachen Transport Association on 16 March 2016, which was
shared by cambio, Velocity and the city of Aachen among others. On the other hand, RWTH
created their own contributions about this on Facebook and Twitter, and FH Aachen and the
city of Aachen on their websites. Furthermore, the former test users from an earlier survey in
the autumn of 2014 among the employees and students of RWTH were contacted by email,
as they had previously granted their agreement that they would like to receive mail for such
purposes.
Overall, 108 people responded to the call from the AVV and registered for the test phase on
the newly designed website. Everyone could use the multimodal information system and 18
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users specified a Twitter account to generate their own contents. It turned out, however, that
they were not willing to generate or share contents on their own initiative. Therefore, a
competition among test users was launched on 22 June 2016 of which they were notified by
email. In the competition, the following titles and prizes were offered:
“Multi Starter” – the first Tweet at #avvmc – a €10 voucher for Saturn electronics
market
 “Multi Communicator” – the Tweet at #avvmc with the most responses – a €20
voucher for Saturn electronics market
 “Multi Connector” – the Tweet at #avvmc with the most retweets – a €30 voucher for
Saturn electronics market
The users were reminded of their participation on 06 July 2016. One week later, merely 2
users with altogether 3 contributions had responded (see Figure 17). The response thus
remained very low. In comparison, more people responded to the AVV Facebook messages
and discussed this topic (see right side of Figure ).


In order to evaluate the measure in the test phase, the test users were invited to participate
in a survey during the pilot phase. The participation in the survey was voluntary. The test
users participating in the survey received a voucher in the value of EUR 30 as an incentive
instead of the voucher in the value of EUR 15.

4.4 Dissemination
Different activities were conducted to bring the work performed to the public’s attention:
Date

Activity

24/10/2013

AVV press release on the Customer Dialogue on social media
Multiple contributions are posted continuously on the different social media channels
of the AVV

19/09/2014

AVV press release on the new corporate design of the AVV with emphasis on the
social media activities

14/11/2014

Newspaper articles in both newspapers on the forthcoming new AVVconnect app
and display of real-time data

28/01/2015

AVV press release on the new AVVconnect app and display of real-time data

28/01/2015

AVV video release on YouTube on the new AVVconnect app and display of realtime data

February 2015 Large-scale campaign relating to the new app with a wide media mix. The AVV used
cinema advertising for the first time in this process to market a product that has
received a great response from the population.
16/03/2016

Message on the AVV Facebook page and article on the AVV website about the
search for test users
Message on the Aachen-clever-mobile Facebook page about the search for test
users
Article on the city of Aachen website about the search for test users
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Date

Activity

21/03/2016

Message on the city of Aachen Facebook page about the search for test users
Message on the Velocity Facebook page about the search for test users

29/03/2016

Article on the FH website about the search for test users

30/03/2016

Message on the RWTH Facebook page about the search for test users
Message by RWTH tweet about the search for test users

13/04/2016

Launch of the mobility platform incl. related email to all registered prospects and test
users

14/04/2016

Message on the AVV Facebook page about the mobility platform
Message on the Aachen-clever-mobile Facebook page about the mobility platform
Message on the cambio Facebook page about the mobility platform

11/05/2016

Message on the AVV Facebook page about the Mobility Alliance and platform
Message on the AVV Facebook page about the Mobility Alliance and platform

23/06/2016

Message on the AVV Facebook page about switching from the regular AVV public
transport information system to the multimodal information system during a server
migration

30/06/2016

AVV press release about the Mobility Alliance and platform

06/09/2016

AVV presented the multimodal route planner incl. real-time data and routing at a
Mobil.pro.fit. workshop in Baesweiler

29/09/2016

AVV presented the mobility alliance incl. real-time data and routing during the
Civitas Forum in Gdynia

25/10/2016

AVV presented the mobility alliance incl. real-time data and routing during the final
conference for the projects Civitas DYN@MO, Civitas 2Move2 and emove in
Aachen

November

AVV release of leaflet describing the multimodal routing platform (including travel

2016

assistant information in combination with A3.2)

Table 1: Dissemination activities in relation to real-time data, the app and social media
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Figure 18: Collage of dissemination activities in relation to real-time data, the app and social
media

The release of a leaflet describing travel assistant information and information on multimodal
routing platform has been postponed to November 2016 to promote both aspects with a
greater impact.
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5 Measure Evaluation
To evaluate the project, the data on the use of the offers and the users’ opinions on the
offers were surveyed. These are being analysed and interpreted at this time by RWTH
University. The results are noted in the corresponding internal working document. In the
present report, a few statistics and initial results are described below in excerpts.

5.1 Utilisation statistics of the mobility platform
With the “Busspur” system, the connection information reports 60,000 to 100,000 answered
queries per day. Of which about 9,000 accesses are made via the AVVconnect app. The
trend has been strongly rising in the months since the app was introduced (see Figure 19),
while the iOS percentage has risen strongly in spite of the low percentage of iOS users in the
population compared to the percentage of Android users. The reason for this might be that
the option to find connections from A to B is featured only in the Android version of the
available ASEAG app. In the iOS version of the ASEAG app, merely the departures at the
stops are displayed. The AVV app offers, in both its Android and its iOS version, both options
and further features in addition (see Section 4.1.1).

Figure 19: Number of monthly API accesses oft he App AVVconnect

The mobility platform, without multimodal information on traffic connections, which is
provided via a separate page, had approx. 23,000 page views per month (each subpage of
the website is counted separately here). In 60% of the cases, the page was called up in a
desktop browser, otherwise in a mobile browser, 71% of which were browsers running on an
Android system and the others such running on iOS.
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Figure 20: Percentage of browser types used for page views of the mobility platform without
the page with information on traffic connections

The multimodal connection information system runs on a separate website, in order to keep
the performance at the highest possible level. The page can be called up by the user either
directly or from the mobility platform. On average, it had approx. 26,000 page views per
month. Access was made by 250 different visitor devices per month, while 60 page views
were executed on average in each visit of the page, i.e. different details were clicked on or
selected and viewed in the information. These visits to the information system to retrieve
various information were short in most cases. The time spent in a visit was less than 30
seconds in half the visits, another 25% of visits lasted less than 5 minutes and the remaining
visits more than 5 minutes.
Between April and July 2016, event messages have been imported in parallel in the EDS and
HIM. In the process, about 40 messages in the entire AVV region were recorded on average
per month. 65% related to changes due to construction sites, 25% were due to public events.

5.2 Quantitative online survey
In order to evaluate the measure in the test phase, the users were invited to participate in an
online survey during the pilot phase on 30 June 2016. On 07 July 2016, they received a
reminder for the survey participation. The survey was completed on 12 July 2016. The
participation in the survey was voluntary. The users received a voucher in the value of EUR
15 as an incentive. This way, a total of 73 people participated in the survey, 60% of whom
are professionals and the remaining participants are students.
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The survey was designed by the Center for Learning and Knowledge Management (ZLW) of
the Cybernetic-Cluster IMA/ZLW & IfU at RWTH Aachen University. The survey also
included questions on the evaluation of measure A3.1 “Mobility Alliance” and was therefore
conducted together with the Institute of Urban and Transport Planning (ISB) at RWTH
Aachen University.
Nearly all survey participants know the mobility platform and 85% of them have already
visited it. However, it is used at least once a week by merely 23%, while more than 50% use
it less frequently and 21% never. The most common reason for this is the use of other
information portals or media, for which purpose smartphone apps are used very frequently.

Figure 21: Publicity of the mobility platform

Nearly all test users appreciated the significance of real-time data and event messages, and,
in this context, the messages that connections might be jeopardised and information about
alternative connections in the case of delays were considered to be very important to
important. Merely a personalised notification by email or push message in the event of
failures is classified as slightly less important, whereas two-thirds consider it nonetheless to
be important. It must be kept in mind at the same time, however, that the test users could not
test this feature because it won’t be implemented until September/October 2016.
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Figure 22: Importance of real-time data and event messages

Users of AVVmulticonnect are using social media, such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube,
most commonly for private communication (54.4% of the users use it daily), reading online
articles of all kinds (55.9% daily) or for producing and sharing their own content (16.2%
daily). The mobility alliance hardly ever experiences social media usage (reading, sharing, or
producing content). The users differ in opinion about how the integration of social media in
passenger information systems (PIS) encourages communication with other users. 31.7%
agree that social media in PIS can help, 23.8% think that it cannot support communication
with other users. The majority (36.4%) would not share or post information on social media
channels in the context of the mobility alliance, for example about disturbances or new
cambio stations.
An aspect that users especially appreciate about social media in the context of PIS
(according to the comments) is the ability to get news about relevant topics quickly and
spontaneously. Users appreciate the accuracy and rapidness of relevant information (e.g.
disturbances or relocation of cambio stations). They would also use these channels to
contact the customer service of transportation providers regarding further information on
reasons for disturbances.
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Figure 23: Social Media in general and in the context of the Mobility Alliance

Further survey results of the comprehensive questionnaire are currently being analysed,
interpreted and recorded in an internal working document. The survey results are used to
adjust and improve the dynamic information flow and social media in the context of public
transport and the Mobility Alliance to the customer requirements.
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6 Conclusion and Outlook
The measure A3.2 “Travel Assistance – individualised notification system” involved the
development of a travel assistant system including real-time data on public transport,
alternative routing based on real-time information and current public transport event
information such as traffic deviations, construction sites or public events. These features
were implemented from 2013 till 2016 in the passenger information systems in the AVV. In
October 2013, the AVV started its “Customer Dialogue 2.0” in social media (Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, Youtube and Blog). In the newly developed multimodal platform in
measure A3.1 not only all real-time and event features were included. Moreover, the test
users of the accompanying pilot phase (100 test users from April to July 2016) with a Twitter
account (18 test users) shared tweets and retweet about their trips.
In the survey conducted as part of the measure evaluation, the test users stated among
others that all provided messages/information are (very) important to the test users, real-time
data (98 %), risks to connections (99%), alternative connections (real-time routing) (94 %)
and event massages (94 %). These results shows that with improved passenger information
a more attractive public transport is provided in the AVV.
The social media channels of AVV are enjoying rising popularity. To date, more than 14,000
people are following the AVV on Facebook, over 600 on Twitter and over 1,000 on
Instagram. However, on the newly designed web page of the multimodal platform for user
generated content via Twitter, the test user were not willing to generate or share contents on
their own initiative. Even after the launch of a competition including prizes merely two users
with altogether 3 contributions had responded. In comparison, more people responded to the
AVV Facebook messages and discussed the topic of the multimodal routing system.
In the survey the test users indicated that they are using social media, such as Facebook,
Twitter, YouTube, most commonly for private communication (54 % daily use), reading online
articles of all kinds (56 %) or for producing and sharing their own content (16 %). The
mobility alliance hardly ever experiences social media usage. And only a minority of 6 %
would use social media to write messages on mobility.
Following the pilot phase, the technical tests of the multimodal connection information
system incl. the real-time components are continued and the mobility platform is being
developed further by means of the experiences and survey results. It is planned that the
regular connection information for bus and railway in the AVV will be replaced by the
multimodal connection information system in the spring of 2017. The aim is to provide
reliable information in the form of real-time data for all transport companies in the AVV. At
this time, information is provided for all buses of the ASEAG and all trains of Deutsche Bahn.
Some of the buses of the RVE and WestVerkehr, and the real-time data of the DKB are still
in test operation.
Particularly, regarding the integration of user-generated content, in light of the very modest
user activities and responses, the aspects that are sensible in the context of mobility must be
considered. The positive experiences of the AVV in the field of social media must be
considered in this regard. The system company HaCon also deals with the topic of
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interaction between transport operators and passengers. To facilitate this form of
communication, HaCon has developed the new HAFAS Instant Platform HIP, which will
enable travellers to directly message other passengers and the staff. With these new
functions, transport companies can easily gather ratings and feedback on trips and
infrastructure, while passengers can chat with each other. Such technical novelties in the
mobility market, which significantly simplify the exchange of information, must likewise be
included in the considerations.
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